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General

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Major Compulsory Revisions (that the author must respond to before a decision on publication can be reached)

1. Abstract: The first set of results presented are of lower total and LDLc among those from low SES compared to those form higher SES. Further, girls from higher SES have higher fat intake compared to those from lower SES. Despite these results, which suggest that cardiovascular disease risk profiles are actually worse among those children form higher SES compared to those from lower SES backgrounds, the authors conclude that their results show an association between adverse lipid profiles and physical inactivity and low SES. This does not make any sense. I think that part of the problem is the inappropriate switching form describing the results in terms of difference between low and medium and high SES groups and then between high and medium or low SES groups. A standard approach should be used to present the results and the authors need to be clear that their conclusions follow on from their results.

2. Page 4 second paragraph second sentence: ‘Many recent reports have identified socioeconomic status (SES) differences, as another important parameter that appears to influence the accelerating prevalence of CVD risk factors in both developed and developing world [10-12]. It isn’t correct to say that SES differences is a cause of increasing CVD risk factor prevalence. At an individual level studies in contemporary developed countries have found CVD risk profiles and risk of CVD to be greater among those form lower SES background compared to higher SES backgrounds. SES-health outcomes associations are dynamic over time and between places and in contemporary developing countries and in earlier time periods for developed countries some of these associations are actually in the opposite direction. The authors should present a much more comprehensive summary of this literature in their introduction than they have and bring into the introduction (with appropriately citations) examples of the dynamic nature of SES-outcome associations. This would give a valuable context for why it is of interest (to an international audience) to have a publication of cross-sectional SES-CVD risk factor associations from Turkey.

3. Method: SES assessment. The authors mention collecting data on a number of SES variables, namely family size, parental academic qualifications, occupation and financial holdings. They then define an SES variable that is based solely on dichotomised variables of educational attainment of the head of the household and car access. What is the justification for this? Why only these two SES characteristics? and Why combine them into one variable? This makes no sense to me at all. Different measures of SES have different meanings and can affect outcomes in different ways. Reporting and interpreting these differences can help in understanding the pathways between SES and health outcomes. Further, it is important for measures that are not binary to determine whether there are graded associations across the whole SES distribution. I think that the results should be presented for each measure of SES separately – that is family size, parental education, parental occupational social classification, finance and car ownership. For comparisons between different

4. There is too much emphasis throughout the results and conclusions on p-values rather than the magnitude of the effects, which is the important issue rather than the p-value. Also I don’t like the anova approach and then different comparisons between the categories. In most other studies SES associations are graded across the distribution and therefore the appropriate analyses would be to define a consistent reference group (either the lowest or highest group) and then present mean differences (ratios of geometric means or proportionate changes for skewed variables) for the other categories and p-values for linear trend. The current results as well as being difficult to follow, emphasising p-values rather than actual effect differences, feel like data dredging.

5. It would be valuable to conduct multivariable analyses to see how much of the variation in lipid profiles is related to SES differentials in dietary and exercise patterns. This would be the appropriate way to see if these variables do indeed explain differences in the lipid profiles.

6. Page 12 and 13 the authors conclude that the ‘more favourable HDL-C values observed for the high SES children compared to their medium and low SES counterparts and the opposite finding observed for the TC and LDL-C… could be attributed to the different levels of physical activity and to some extent to possible differences on dietary patterns.’ This conclusion does not follow on from the results presented. Firstly, I cannot see how exercise and dietary patterns could explain both good and bad lipid profiles at the same time. That makes no sense. Secondly the authors have not undertaken the appropriate multivariable analyses to determine whether physical activity and dietary factors do explain the SES lipid profile associations.

7. The discussion needs to consider the meaning of the results in more detail ie why do the authors think that those from lower SES have advantageous lipid profiles with respect to LDL-C and TC but disadvantageous lipid profiles with respect to HDL-C. How could these opposing results be used to develop sensible policy regarding health inequalities? Further, they should give a fuller discussion of other studies from a variety of countries and times and put these results into the context of the changing nature of SES-outcome associations across time and between places.

8. There is no discussion of the study limitations, including: (i) its cross sectional nature and therefore the possibility of reverse causation, regression dilution bias and survivor bias; (ii) the lack of data on other important CVD risk factors notably measures of adiposity, fasting glucose and insulin (which might help to explain the odd results with respect to lipids) and smoking; (iii) although the response proportion at 79% is good it is possible that this varied by SES and the authors should discuss the possible implications of this.

9. There are spelling and grammatical errors throughout the manuscript that should be corrected.
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Minor Essential Revisions (such as missing labels on figures, or the wrong use of a term, which the author can be trusted to correct)

****************************************************************************

Discretionary Revisions (which the author can choose to ignore)

****************************************************************************

What next?: Unable to decide on acceptance or rejection until the authors have responded to the major compulsory revisions

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published
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